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Strategy for Mercer Island
Community and Event Center &
Recreation Programs and Services
A R E S E T R O A D M A P F O R C O S T R E C O V E R Y, R E S O U R C E A L L O C A T I O N ,
PRICING AND POLICIES

PURPOSE OF THE STRATEGY
Residents of the City of Mercer Island are fortunate to have a wide variety of recreation providers and
opportunities within the community. The municipality’s recreation services, programs and facilities are an
important portion of this abundance and can play a unique role in ensuring equitable access and promoting
community values and goals. This strategy provides guidance for the purposeful allocation or investment of
City resources into recreation programs and services.

Development of the Strategy
After the COVID-19 global pandemic caused the City to reduce staff and budget and close facilities, the City
had an opportunity to reconsider important questions about the provision of programs and services. Through
this “Reset Project,” the City:
•

Examined its priorities, and wished to be deliberate about which programs it offered and what level
of resources it would put into them;

•

Considered how to leverage its assets, using its strengths and resources to improve the City’s ability to
deliver more service, services that need more financial support, or higher quality services;

•

Put a focus on promoting financial sustainability, thinking about how to reduce reliance on tax dollar
support and how to use tax subsidy wisely;

•

Contemplated how to deliver desired outcomes by providing services in a fair and equitable manner,
consistent with values and goals; and

•

Created greater clarity around who is benefitting from services and who is paying for them.

Answers to those areas of inquiry were woven into this new strategic approach for recreation and Mercer
Island Community and Event Center (MICEC) programs and services. This strategy includes tools such as a cost
recovery and resource allocation philosophy, an aligned fee structure, and identification of policies and
practices that are needed or will require adjustment to implement the new strategy. The fundamental
outcomes sought by this new Reset Strategy are:
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Service and program
offerings that are
aligned with values
and goals

Financial
sustainability that
ensures
stewardship and
accessibility that
benefits all

A purposely
planned balance
between
communityinvestment and
individual benefits

The Parks and Recreation mission is to “take pride in providing the highest quality facilities and
services in partnership with the community to enhance livability on Mercer Island.”
The City’s vision is to “provide valued and effective municipal services in ways that are
efficient, flexible, innovative, and creative, with an emphasis on sustainability. We strive to be
among the best in all we do.”

Reset Project Process
The Reset Project’s timeline was an aggressive five months. The project began in earnest in November 2020
with a goal of delivering recommendations to the City Council in April 2021. The City used a variety of
channels to share information with the public about the Reset Project and invited public input during meetings,
via an online survey and through its “Let’s Talk” online engagement platform. Given the constantly changing
nature of the pandemic and related public health regulations, it was challenging to identify when the City
could assume that the MICEC could open and operate normally and fully. The Reset Project Team, a group of
City staff plus a consultant, proceeded with a goal of designing the new strategy, resourcing some initial
programs and services, and delivering those offerings beginning in the Summer of 2021. Additionally, the
Reset Team focused on creating a roadmap for how to restructure and gradually provide more programs and
services over the next two years.
A timeline of achieved and anticipated or possible steps follows:
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November – December 2020


A staff team facilitated by a consultant began collecting data, discussing past practices,
contemplating goals for the project and identifying recommendations for an Immediate Action Plan.
That plan called for contractor-led summer camps to be planned and delivered, in an adaptable
fashion should pandemic constraints still exist. The Immediate Action Plan also recommended that the
City prepare for the possibility that some facility rentals could resume in the summer or fall of 2021.

January 2021




The Parks and Recreation Commission received an introduction to the project and reviewed the
Immediate Action Plan.
The Parks and Recreation Commission held a workshop focused on categorizing types of services and
programs and understanding the objectives of cost recovery.
The City launched a community engagement survey on its Let’s Talk platform. The survey requested
input on community priorities, including the investment of tax dollars in recreation programs and
services.

February 2021
 The Parks and Recreation Commission further refined the cost recovery framework during its regular
meeting in January.
 The City Council received a written update and provided staffing resources to implement the
Immediate Action Plan (agenda bill AB 5814).
 The Commission held a special meeting workshop focused on learning about a pricing strategy,
reviewing the results of the Let’s Talk surveys, understanding how the Reset Team was approaching the
fee study, and discussing parameters for future program and service offerings.
March 2021




During their March 4 regular meeting, the Parks and Recreation Commission examined the resources
necessary to implement Phase 1, learned which policies and procedures may require adjustment to
implement the new Reset Strategy, and reviewed the proposed Reset phases.
A special meeting was held on March 18 for the Commission to hear about and discuss the draft Reset
Strategy and to receive an initial fee schedule. The group also discussed the City’s differential pricing
policy.

April 2021



The Parks and Recreation Commission acted to approve and recommend the Reset Strategy and a
request for Accelerated Phase 1 resources.
The Reset Team and Parks and Recreation Commission presented the proposed Reset Strategy to City
Council for consideration.

May 2021
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Parks and Recreation Commission made adjustments to the proposed strategy, per input from the City
Council and recommended that the City Council adopt the revised strategy.
City Council voted to adopt the Reset Strategy and authorized the Accelerated Phase 1 resourcing
plan.

Reset Plan Architecture
This strategy introduces several terms and has multiple parts. The following diagram illustrates how each of
the pieces are connected. Definitions of the terms can be found in subsequent sections of this document.

Final product

Major components

Implementation
tools and outputs
Cost Recovery
Pyramid

Cost Recovery and
Resource Allocation
Philosophy
Statements of
guiding principles
Comprehensive
Reset Strategy

Phasing Plan

Resource Requests

Reset Roadmap
Policies
Procedures

Fee Schedule
Pricing Strategy

Policies
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COST RECOVERY
What is Cost Recovery?
Cost recovery is the degree to which the operational (and sometimes maintenance) costs of providing a
program or service are supported by user fees and/or other funding mechanisms such as grants, partnerships,
donations, sponsorships, or other alternative (non-tax) funding sources. Programs and services can range from
recovering more than their costs (i.e., generating surplus revenue) to being wholly subsidized or supported by
General Fund support such as revenue from taxes collected by the City. Subsidy can be thought of as the
community’s investment in recreation. Most often, when establishing cost recovery goals, municipalities focus on
how much of the city’s direct costs can be covered by non-tax revenue.

Past Cost Recovery in Mercer Island
The City of Mercer Island has embraced the concept of cost recovery for at least two decades. Previous City
budgets and other governing documents declared a few, overall cost recovery goals and some guidance
regarding fees. While the City’s desire to organize services and programs within a cost recovery structure
was clear, the City had not firmly established the foundational philosophy for that structure nor the policies
and practices to support it.

Past funding sources
2%
17%

23%
57%

Taxes

Facility rental fees

Program participant/user fees

Miscellaneous

Establishing a Cost Recovery Framework
The Reset Project Team utilized, with permission, a cost recovery methodology construct from GreenPlay, LLC
due to that model’s ability to address Mercer Island’s desired project outcomes. The GreenPlay model
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requires that programs and services be sorted into tiers on a pyramid based on who benefits from the
program or service. Doing this sort of categorization helps put essential services and priorities into focus and
promotes discussions about who should pay for the benefits received from the program or service.

While the primary way of sorting programs and services in this methodology is to assess who benefits, several
other ways of viewing service provision and other pieces of information can be influential. Those filters and
factors include:
Filters

Definitions

Benefit

Who receives the benefit of the service? (Skill development,
education, physical health, mental health, safety)

Access/Type of
Service

Is the service available to everyone equally? Is participation or
eligibility restricted by diversity factors (i.e., age, ability, skill,
financial)?

Organizational
Responsibility

Is it the organization’s responsibility or obligation to provide the
service based upon mission, legal mandate, or other obligation or
requirement?

Historical
Expectations

What have we always done that we cannot change?

8|Page
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Anticipated Impacts

What is the anticipated impact of the service on existing
resources? On other users? On the environment? What is the
anticipated impact of not providing the service?

Social Value

What is the perceived social value of the service by constituents,
city staff and leadership, and policy makers? Is it a community
builder?

Factors:

•

Trends (ranging from traditional/expected to innovative/fad)

•

Commitment factors (ranging from drop-in to specialized)

•

Political filter (may require asking and understanding, “What is in/out of
our control? What is going on right now?”)

•

Marketing factor (i.e., the effect in attracting participants/customers)

•

Relative cost to provide factor (ranging from low to high)

•

Economic conditions factor (the financial realities; City and participant
abilities to pay)

•

Financial goals factor (ranging from 100% subsidized to programs and
services that generate excess revenue)

The pyramid’s five tiers identify the varying degrees to which the community or individuals benefit from an
assortment of programs and services. The lower tiers represent programs that often serve the entire
community, are thought of as essential, may be the kinds of services that are traditionally provided by
recreation departments, or may be necessary for the business sustainability of the greater operation. The
upper tiers represent programs that provide a greater degree of benefit to individual participants or
specialized groups, may go beyond the core mission of the providing agency, may be available in the
private marketplace, and likely could generate revenue to cover direct costs or more. (See Appendix A for
more definitions of the tiers and additional guidance on sorting programs.)
The Reset Team developed a list of past and/or possible programs and services for team members and Parks
and Recreation Commissioners to sort into the five tiers. Over time, these categories can be deleted, renamed,
broadened, narrowed or added to, depending on policy makers’ and practitioners’ desires. (See Appendix B
for definitions of programs’ and services’ categories.)
Each tier is also differentiated by its related expectations for cost recovery or General Fund subsidy.
Programs and services that are placed in the upper tiers must help subsidize the costs of providing those in the
lower tiers. Programs and services in the lower tiers receive more tax support than those in the upper tiers.
Cost recovery tier placement is not synonymous with the level or amount of fee. Actual fees for programs
within the same tier will vary, and fees will be set based on a variety of factors. (See the Pricing section of
9|Page
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this document for more information about setting fees.) The tier-level cost recovery targets represent the
minimum cost recovery for the aggregated categories of service within that tier. While each individual service
within the tier may have a fee that is established to recover at or above the minimum cost recovery target
level, the primary objective is for the entire tier as a group to achieve the target. Tier-level cost recovery
targets are set to primarily recover the direct operating costs of service provision - not all costs (such as
capital or indirect costs). However, some programs or services may have fees that enable the City to recover
some of the indirect costs of providing the service and/or to further offset the tax subsidy of programs in
other tiers.
Recommended cost recovery targets were set based on the Reset Team’s examination of a sampling of
historical program expenditure and revenue data, assumptions about revenue potential and/or the ability to
control direct costs, an understanding of the marketplace, and after a review of the cost recovery targets of
several other municipalities. The City’s current way of accounting costs and revenues in recreation and for the
MICEC does not easily allow quantification at the program or service level. Going forward, Staff will track
and report on costs and revenues based on the categories of programs and services identified in the cost
recovery pyramid. Tier-level cost recovery targets and individual program cost recovery expectations should
be re-examined and adjusted, as needed, on a periodic basis.

Defining Direct and Indirect Costs
To effectively set targets and monitor cost recovery performance, the City must first define what will constitute
a direct cost versus an indirect cost.
Direct costs include all the specific, identifiable expenses (fixed and variable) associated with
providing a service, program, or facility. These expenses would not exist without the program or
service and often increase exponentially. Examples of direct costs include: salary and benefits costs
for all personnel directly attached to the program, all consumable supplies for the program, all
related contractual services expenses, and non-consumable equipment purchased only for the
program that require periodic, continual replacement or are necessary for the start of the program.
Direct expenses may also include or a prorated share of some expenses such as marketing or
promotional costs.
Indirect costs include departmental administration, support services or cost allocations from other
internal departments that encompass the remaining overhead (fixed and variable) and are not
identified as direct costs. Examples of indirect costs include: office furniture, building maintenance and
utility costs if they are not charged back to the program, groundskeeping costs, debt service, vehicle
use or mileage reimbursement, and hiring costs (such as advertising jobs).
The Reset Team has categorized each past program’s costs (i.e., expenditure types by the financial
management system’s object codes) according to whether it should be considered a direct or indirect cost. In
addition, the Reset Team has identified shares of indirect costs that upper tier program fees may be
constructed to recover. For example, the revenue received from the service category of “Community and Event
Center facility rentals (exclusive use)” may help cover building utility costs. City staff will utilize this cost
accounting tool each time a new program is designed, offered and evaluated, to ensure that its cost recovery
can be calculated and assessed.
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Mercer Island’s Cost Recovery Pyramid
The City’s cost recovery pyramid is depicted below and in Appendix C.

Note: Categories of programs and services are listed in no particular order within each tier.
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION PHILOSOPHY
When an organization seeks to create better financial sustainability and wise investment of tax resources,
establishing the cost recovery framework is critical. In addition, the cost recovery framework sparks the
promotion of a resource allocation philosophy to govern which programs and services should be offered, why
and with what resources. A resource allocation philosophy helps the City manage its resources according to its
strategic goals. The philosophy involves balancing competing needs and priorities and determining the best
way to maximize or optimize benefit using limited resources.

Goals
The resource allocation philosophy has several aims:








To support the cost recovery framework (i.e., some programs receive a greater share of tax dollars
and some programs will subsidize others)
To sustain core services (both social/public good core and business sustainability core)
To be deliberate about where resources are going
To offer services when the City is the best or most appropriate provider
To be thoughtful about how to best offer services with feasible resources, including through
partnerships or contracting
To reflect the values, mission and priorities of the City and its residents
To assist the City in meetings its performance and quality of service goals.

The resource allocation philosophy provides the parameters for offering services and
programs, and guidance to avoid offering too much or acting inconsistently or
irresponsibly.

Core or Essential Services
Through the development of the Cost Recovery Pyramid, the City began identifying which programs and
service categories could be considered “core” or “essential.” Having some degree of clarity about this is
important when establishing a resources allocation philosophy. Simply stated, the level of resource support
should be higher for core or essential services. This is how these terms are defined and how programs and
services are categorized for the purpose of the Reset Strategy:
Social Good or Public Good Core
These programs and services are those that may benefit all members of the community, are typically
offered through tax support (rather than user/participant fees), and may focus on health, safety and
equity or access.
In the Cost Recovery and Resource Allocation Philosophy, these programs are found in the lower tiers
(predominantly 1 and 2) and will receive the greatest share of community investment.
12 | P a g e
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Business Sustainability Core
These programs and services produce revenue for the City that covers some of the indirect costs of
programs or reduces the need for tax support for other programs. These programs and services are
designed to meet the needs of the market and are offered with market rates in mind. These programs
typically benefit individuals or specific groups.
In the Cost Recovery and Resource Allocation Philosophy, these programs are found in the higher tiers
(predominantly 5 and 4) and are financially supported by the beneficiaries of the service.
Desirable Set
Many programs and services could be labeled as desirable and this categorization is often the subject of
debate. In part, the Reset Strategy labels categories of programs and services as “desirable” if they
simply do not fall into either the social/public good core or the business sustainability core.
In the Cost Recovery and Resource Allocation Philosophy, desirable programs are largely clustered in the
middle tiers of the pyramid. Desirable programs offered by the City should meet these criteria:





The program is likely to generate sufficient revenues to offset its costs and meet cost recovery
targets.
Hosting the program at a City facility will not adversely affect the City’s ability to offer
social/public good or business sustainability core services.
High demand exists
The program will serve a large population or significant, identified community need.

Community Input on Resource Allocation
The City conducted a survey in early 2021 to gather input from community members about which types of
programs should be offered, what types of users should be prioritized, and which types of programs should
receive the greatest share of tax dollar support. Over 550 people participated in the survey. The survey
responses provided valuable insight for the Reset planning project and validated the City’s initial work on the
Cost Recovery and Resource Allocation Philosophy. (See Appendix D for the survey report.) Some of the
highlights from the results include:


Use of tax dollars: Respondents placed the greatest value in the types of programs and services
found in Tier 1, 2 and 3. This is where the community investment should be placed (i.e., tax dollars).
When asked which programs and services should receive the greatest share of tax support,
respondents replied that “programs or services where there is a balance between individual and
community benefit (example: providing summer camp opportunities for Mercer Island youth)” and
“programs or services where the community benefits considerably, in addition to specific individuals
(examples: safety programs for youths, or programs that provide fee-waivers or scholarships to
increase accessibility to programs)” should receive the greatest share of community investment.
“Programs or services where the individual participating benefits the most (examples: a resident
taking an art or fitness class)” had the least support for tax subsidy. Approximately half of the
respondents were neutral or stated that little or no tax support should be given to a “few special
events during the year, available to all community members.”
13 | P a g e
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Choosing programs or services to offer: One of the two strongest opinions on the delivery of
programs spoke to how the MICEC should be used. Over 40% of respondents said that maximizing
private evening and weekend use to support public programs and services was “really important.”
Leveraging the facility in this way was “somewhat important” or “really important” to 74% of
respondents. The second strong opinion about the facility’s use was that the MICEC should offer
“something for everyone” (74% of respondents rated this as “somewhat important” or “really
important”). It is also important to note that, although it had the lowest combined positive score
(“somewhat important” + “really important”), over 60% of respondents said that offering services to
under-served populations or those not served by the private marketplace was important.



Prioritizing programmatic use of space: Survey respondents stated that use of the facility should be
prioritized for these groups or interests (in rank order, from highest priority)
1. Activities for seniors
2. Activities for youth
3. Programs for residents with special or adaptive recreation needs
4. After-school and school break programs
5. Fitness programs
Drop-in (no instructor) recreation/fitness opportunities (approximate tie with “Fitness
programs”)
Survey respondents stated that the following groups or interests’ use of the facility were the lowest
priorities (in ranked order, from lowest priority):
1. Other lifestyle, social or personal improvement programs
2. Activities for adults
3. Art programs
4. Special events open to the public
5. Organized athletics

Key take-aways from the survey include that respondents value that recreation programs and the MICEC
serve a diversity of ages and interests. There is community support for private use of the facility that provides
the means for public programs and services. Respondents felt the MICEC’s space should be prioritized for
seniors, youth, adaptive recreation, school break/after school, fitness and drop-in use. Many respondents
advocated for avoiding competition with other Mercer Island entities and for the City to complement what is
offered elsewhere. Many people expressed pride in the facility and the City’s programs; they shared a
desire to grow awareness and use of these assets and opportunities.
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“The community center is a great space and efforts should be made to expand use but
keep it financially viable.”
“I love that the Community Center can be a place for physical, mental and cultural
activities for all.”
“This is an amazing facility that should be used to engage the community with
programming as well as generate operating revenue.”
“MICEC is a beautiful facility and should be seen as a hub of gathering for our
community. Thanks for giving residents the opportunity to complete this survey and share
our ideas!”
“(There are) many ways to increase revenue going forward which in turn will increase the
value you can bring to the community and offer more low cost/subsidized programs for
our multi generation population.”
“It's a valuable resource to us and well worth our tax dollars for its accessibility!”
Quotations from survey respondents

Building and Maintaining the City’s Por tfolio of Programs and Services
The cost recovery and resource allocation philosophy coupled with an understanding of the community’s
values, priorities and needs provides the basis for designing the City’s recreation portfolio. Adhering to those
parameters will require commitment and diligence, and a willingness to reassess from time to time.
The City’s initial portfolio should:


Focus on delivering core and essential programs and services first (i.e., the social and public good
core plus the business sustainability core). These are categories found in Tier 1 and possibly some Tier
2 plus those found in Tier 5 and possibly some in Tier 4 of the cost recovery pyramid.



Focus on doing a few things well before starting more. The complete Reset will take time. At the
outset, staffing, budget and other resources are limited. The community will benefit more from the City
offering fewer, high-quality services rather than many, low-quality services.



Put resources into enhancing City staff’s role as stewards (of public funds and facilities) by:
o Creating program development and evaluation tools
o Ensuring maintenance of building and equipment
o Building and tracking program-level budgets
15 | P a g e
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o Reporting on cost recovery, access equity and other goals.
The following should also be considered as the City begins offering programs or as the City seeks to increase
offerings:


As a group, Tier 1 services are a priority, but the City should evaluate the need for and the City’s
ability to provide the human services category and the volunteer program. The City should
purposefully design offerings in these categories.



Programs and services in Tiers 2 and some Tier 3 (including drop-in activities), should be added slowly
and as properly resourced or as can be efficiently delivered.



Additional Tiers 3, 4 and 5 services, could be added as they are able to be resourced, as they can
be efficiently delivered, as any related fees and policies are established or updated, and as they are
needed to subsidize the programs and services in Tiers 1, 2 and 3.



The Reset Team recommends that the implementation strategy provide strong support for marketing,
development of a volunteer program, and the successful operation of facility rentals and daytime uses
of the MICEC.

To aid Staff in making decisions about what programs to offer in subsequent phases of the Reset and beyond,
a consistent assessment and decision-making process is needed. The development of a new program
evaluation tool is included as a future task in the Reset Roadmap. This tool may include utilizing a matrix to
evaluate the need, the potential benefit, the resource demand, the consistency with the cost recovery and
resource allocation philosophy, and other factors prior to authorizing development and marketing of a new or
pilot program.
Additionally, proper maintenance of the City’s recreation and MICEC portfolio will require ongoing program
management to ensure designs target desired outcomes, and program assessment to stay in-tune with
program life cycles and their abilities to meet cost recovery targets.

PRICING
The City’s pricing strategy is the method for establishing and charging fees for recreation and MICEC services.
The chosen method reflects both the Benefits Principle and the Ability to Pay Principle, where taxpayers or
users’ contributions for a service reflect the benefits received from it, and where the price for the service
reflects an individual’s ability to pay for the service such that an individual is not excluded from receiving that
service. The City’s pricing strategy reflects the City’s desire to promote equity and inclusion.
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The
Benefits
Principle

The
Ability
to Pay
Principle

There are typically four types of pricing strategies in the realm of recreation services:
1. Arbitrary (prices are set to reach an overall revenue target)
2. Market-based (prices are a product of demand for services or what the target market is willing to
pay; in many cases this strategy results in setting fees at the midpoint or higher)
3. Competitor-based (prices are established to match, beat or exceed other providers; in many cases
this strategy results in setting fees at the midpoint or lower)
4. Cost recovery pricing (prices are designed to reach cost recovery goals, within the range allowable
by market and other conditions)
In addition, all of the strategies above could include a second strategy called “differential pricing,” where
different fees are charged for the same service when there is no real difference in the cost of providing the
service. (Differential pricing is explained in a subsequent section of this report.)

MICEC and Recreation Pricing Strategy
The City’s strategy reflects market-based, competitor-based, cost recovery and differential pricing.

The goal of the pricing strategy is to set reasonable fees that are responsive to demand,
market realities and minimum cost recovery goals, such that the overall operation is financially
sustainable and Mercer Island residents of all income levels can participate.

The method for determining pricing includes conducting market and competitor research, employing
established cost recovery targets, and applying policies and procedures related to differential pricing.

Fee study
The City conducted a fee study to review the market and competition prices for benchmarked programs and
services. The study helped the City understand what other providers are charging for similar services and how
they are structuring those charges (e.g., as part of a membership fee, an ala cart fee, or a package). The City
gathered information from area municipalities and private and non-profit providers for a sampling of
programs and services. Here are a few examples of the programs or services that were benchmarked:
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Meeting room rental
Special events facility rental and related services
Youth martial arts classes
Fitness center use
Drop-in activities

Collecting the fee study data was only one part of establishing the City’s prices. Fees were also a product of
the cost recovery targets and differential pricing.

Fee Schedule
Fees will be set and maintained by the department director, per the municipal code. The list of fees, called a
fee schedule, will be publicly posted annually as a reference for all potential users and participants.
A systematic approach to fee revisions is necessary to be thoughtful of customer tolerance for revisions, to
give participants and users time to adjust, and to successfully communicate and demonstrate the value of the
service or program. The fees should be evaluated every two years through a fee study and through an
evaluation of the cost performance of each category and aggregated tier. Fees may be adjusted annually to
keep up with the cost of delivering programs.
The City may establish differential pricing for some programs in the fee schedule or utilize a scholarship or
financial assistance program that participants could utilize for those same programs or services.

Differential Pricing and the Scholarship Program
Differential pricing involves offering variations of the price of a service or program to a particular group,
which may result in more equitable and efficient service delivery. In differential pricing, different groups are
charged different prices for the same service, even though there is no direct corresponding difference in the
costs of providing the service to each of these groups. Price differentials or fee waivers can be based on
resident (taxpayer)/non-resident, age of participant, location of facility, time or season, quantity of use,
incentives, reciprocity benefits for affiliates, or other considerations. Differential pricing can help stimulate
demand, reach an underserved population, or shift demand to another time, place or date.
The City of Mercer Island has employed some differential pricing for many years by offering discounted rates
for residents versus non-residents, an occasional break on prices for households registering multiple children,
and through a scholarship or financial assistance program. The Reset Strategy recommends continuing these
practices but examining the policy and procedures of the scholarship program for potential improvements and
contemplating other potential ways differential pricing could be offered to enhance diversity, equity and
inclusion. Many area municipalities offer similar scholarship programs, setting aside a budget each year for
fee waivers. One critical element of these programs is how eligible recipients are defined and authorized.
Under the City’s current program, Mercer Island residents who demonstrate income-based need and who are
eligible for other types of governmental financial assistance (such as SNAP food benefits) can qualify for a
scholarship of up to $300 per year for an individual or up to $500 per year for a household. Potential
beneficiaries must apply for the scholarship for each program in which they wish to participate during the
upcoming quarter, as Staff currently awards funds on a quarterly basis. Applications are screened by Youth
and Family Services and then approved for the applicant’s desired programs by Recreation’s administration.
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In the future, the City may be able to accept applications for eligibility that continues for the entire year, and
the City’s financial management or recreation information system may be able to proactively apply the
approved level of differential pricing or scholarship balance to each registration.

Alternative Sources of Funding and Suppor t
In general, there has been a decrease in the amount of tax support available to public parks and recreation
departments across the nation. Mercer Island is no exception. As such, the need to seek alternative sources to
financially support services has become increasingly important. Alternative funding and support sources could
include gifts, grants, donations, sponsorships, collaborations and volunteer contributions.
During the Immediate Action Phase (a period corresponding to the second half of 2021) of this Reset project,
the City was able to pilot offering summer camps through a partnership. This was a good way to begin testing
the City’s ability to deliver programs through enhanced collaborations. It is quite likely that many other
creative opportunities for partnerships exist, which could enable the City to meet community demand in the
most efficient and effective way possible. Simply put, the City need not provide every service, nor does it
need to be the direct provider for every program it offers.
Relatedly, the City could grow its capacity to utilize volunteers to deliver programs and services. This would
help the City contain the costs of providing services and assist certain categories of programs or tier groups of
services in meeting cost recovery targets. Volunteer programs certainly also require effective management
and offer a wide range of other individual and community benefits.

POLICY AND PROCEDURE ADJUSTMENTS
There are several program development tasks, policies and procedures that will require attention over the
next few years to ensure consistency with the Reset Strategy. An initial list (shown by implementation phase) is
included in Appendix E.

RESET ROADMAP AND IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
Implementation of the Reset Strategy will take a few years and will require ongoing collaboration between
Staff, the Parks and Recreation Commission, the City Council and the public. A Reset Roadmap is provided in
Appendix F. The phases of the Reset were designed in response to the stipulations in the cost recovery and
resource allocation philosophy, community input on values and priorities, and the near-term uncertainties of the
pandemic.
While the Reset Team placed all the “past and potential” categories of programs and services that were
listed in the cost recovery model in the phasing plan, the City may not offer every specific program nor
every category of program in the future. The Reset Strategy is not designed to simply restart everything that
once was. This is a strategy designed to improve outcomes and align offerings to an overall community
investment and prioritization structure. Individual program offerings will be determined as each phase is
further developed. Actual program offerings will be the result of several factors, including an assessment of
trends and program life cycle stage, competition and duplication in the community or area, desired program
outcomes, partnership and cooperation possibilities, commitment level of potential participants, availability of
resources, and consistency with the cost recovery and resource allocation philosophy. Implementation of the
Reset Strategy not only involves shaping supply (i.e., what services and programs are available), but may
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also serve to shape demand to a degree. Residents, patrons, and customers may develop a different and
better sense of what they can receive from the City’s recreation and MICEC.
The Reset Strategy should be reassessed for alignment with the in-progress Parks, Recreation and Open
Space (PROS) Plan or as community needs and priorities change.
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Appendix A
Pyramid Tier Definitions and Guidance
Tier Definitions
At the top of the Pyramid, the fifth level represents services that have potential to generate revenues above
costs, may be in the same market space as the private sector, or may fall outside the core mission of the
agency. In this level, services should be priced to recover full cost in addition to a designated profit
percentage.
The fourth level of the Pyramid represents specialized services generally for specific groups, and those that
may have a competitive focus. Services in this level may be priced to recover full cost, including all direct
expenses.
The third level of the Pyramid represents services promoting individual physical and mental well-being, and
provides an intermediate level of skill development. The level provides balanced INDIVIDUAL and
COMMUNITY benefit and should be priced accordingly. The individual fee is set to recover a higher
percentage of cost than those services falling within lower Pyramid levels.
The second level of the Pyramid represents services that promote individual physical and mental wellbeing,
and may begin to provide skill development. They are generally traditionally expected services and/or
beginner instructional levels. These services are typically assigned fees based upon a specified percentage of
direct (and may also include indirect) costs. These costs are partially offset by both a tax investment to
account for CONSIDERABLE COMMUNITY benefit and participant fees to account for the Individual benefit
received from the service.
The foundational level of the Pyramid is the largest, and encompasses those services including programs and
facilities that MOSTLY benefit the COMMUNITY as a whole. These services may increase property values,
provide safety, address social needs, and enhance quality of life for residents. The community generally pays
for these basic services via tax support. These services are generally offered to residents at a minimal charge
or with no fee. A large percentage of the agency’s tax support would fund this level of the Pyramid.

Guidance for sorting categories into tiers:
o Who benefits from the service − the community in general, or the individual or the group receiving the
service?
o Does the individual or group receiving the service generate the need, and therefore the cost, of
providing the service? An example of this type of service is a facility rental that requires additional
staff onsite.
o Will imposing the fee pose an economic hardship on specific users?
o If the ability to pay does not align with the benefit and value of a service, consideration of this
dynamic should be addressed during the implementation phase of pricing and marketing.
o Do community values support taxpayer subsidy of the cost of service for individuals with special needs
(e.g., specialized programs for people with disabilities or services for low-income families)?
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o Are services federally mandated like inclusionary services as instituted by the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)?
o Will the level of the fee affect the demand for the service?
o Is it possible and desirable to manage demand for a service by changing the level of the fee?
o Are there competing providers of the service in the public, nonprofit, or private sector?
Think less about who is paying what and more about who is benefitting. Is the service available to more or
less of the community? How specialized is the service? Do other people benefit even if they are not engaged
in the program/service directly? Is the City compelled/required to provide?
The cost recovery tier is not synonymous with the level of fee. A program in tier 3, for example, may have a
fee that is higher than a program in tier 4. Likewise, within a single tier, fee amounts could vary considerably.

Credit to:
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Appendix B: Programs and Services Categories

Program/Service
Administrative overhead/allocated costs
Adult advanced/competitive programs
Adult beginner/intermediate programs
Boat launch use
Community and Events Center facility
rentals (exclusive use)
Community-wide special events or open
(no pre-registration) special programs
Drop-in, self-directed sports

Equipment rentals

Facility/park shelter/field rental (public
use)
Fitness center use
Inclusion services
Maintenance/custodial services
Merchandise sales
Mixed age/family programs
Park shelter/field rentals (exclusive use)
P-patch use

Definition/Example
Those costs not directly involved in the delivery of the program
or service. Examples: Information technology (IT) equipment;
management salaries.
Programs for adults who have prior level of experience or
higher-level skills. Example: foreign language conversation
class; competition or team martial arts.
Programs for adults that are focused on skill development,
learning. Example: introductory foreign language or martial arts
class.
Service of coordinating the use of the City’s boat launch
facilities and issuance of daily, monthly and annual permits.
Use of the facility/room for only those invited or members of
booking group; not widely open to the public. Example:
reserving the Mercer Room for a wedding.
Events or activities open to all community members and for
which the City does not charge an attendance or participation
fee nor require pre-registration. Example: a community-wide
safety fair for children.
A program where City staff only provides general oversight
and the facility space for individual or group sports or activities,
where participants do not need a reservation or appointment.
Example: pick-up basketball.
Individuals or groups opt to pay a fee to use City-owned
equipment for a class, room rental or other activity. Examples:
use of technology equipment in a meeting room; use of City
owned badminton racquets during drop-in time.
Use of the facility/shelter/field for the full community or for the
City organization; may be a City-sponsored or partnership use.
Service of providing use of the MICEC’s fitness center room and
equipment.
Services designed to assist community members with special
needs in participating in a program/event.
Activities associated with care and upkeep of the facility and its
amenities; providing for hygiene, operational availability and
safety.
Retail goods available for purchase by consumers.
Programs specifically designed for and marketed to
intergenerational audiences and/or families as participants.
Examples: parent/child fishing class; soapstone carving.
Use of the shelter/field for only those invited or members of
booking group; not widely open to the public. Example: parents
rent a shelter for a child’s birthday party.
Reservation and individual use of a plot within the Citymaintained community garden (P-patch).
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Preschool-age programming
Private leases of Annex
Private/semi-private lessons, taught by
City instructors/contractors

Programs specifically designed for preschool-age participants.
Example: arts and crafts or story time; indoor playground.
The Annex building next to MICEC is currently used as long-term
leased space.
Individual or small group lessons, typically offered as an
additional option to a public, group class or activity.

Scholarship program

Financial assistance provided to individuals or households to
enhance equity in service access and delivery.

Senior transportation

A service of providing rides to and from City recreation and
MICEC programs.

Social or human services

Programs designed to provide basic needs or quality of life
assistance, particularly for vulnerable or lower-income
populations. Often focus on mental or physical health. Examples
(social services): clubs, educational opportunities, walks.
Examples (human services): reduced price meals, health care,
supervised day care.
Larger-scale and impact uses that may involve the rental of the
whole facility (MICEC) and significant staff resources, thus
reducing the ability for the facility to be used by others; use
may be designed to generate profit for the user. Examples: a
business conference; a non-profit gala.
Programs or services specifically designed to serve people with
disabilities or special needs.
Organized competitions or a series of contests involving
individuals, teams or groups.
Organized outings or experiences.

Special events (not Citysponsored/external party; substantial)

Therapeutic/Adaptive/Specialized
Recreation Services
Tournaments
Trips
Vending, concessions or other
commercial sales
Volunteer program
Work study/internship/community
service
Youth advanced/competitive programs
Youth beginner/intermediate programs

Sales of consumable and other goods.
The organization and management of individuals donating their
time, expertise and passion, without pay.
The organization and management of individuals who wish to
learn skills or who donate their time and talents for their
personal benefit (e.g., school credit, professional advancement,
or court sentence fulfillment).
Programs for youth who have prior level of experience or
higher level skills. Examples: cheerleading team; performance
level ballet.
Programs for youth that are focused on skill development,
learning. Example: recreational ballet

Note: The categories of programs and services represent past and/or potential offerings, not a future
commitment.
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Appendix C: Mercer Island Cost Recovery Pyramid

Note: Categories of programs and services are listed in no particular order within each tier.
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Appendix D: Let’s Talk Recreation and MICEC Reset Survey Results
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Appendix E: Policies, Procedures and Program Development “To Do” List by Reset Phase
PHASE 1: APRIL 2021 – DECEMBER 2021
COMPLETE PRIOR TO OFFERING PROGRAM/SERVICE:


COVID protocols
New protocols are needed to ensure that staff and facility users are adhering to public health
guidance, including occupancy and hygiene requirements.



Fee schedule and related policies, including differential pricing and user group definitions and
priorities *
This will entail ensuring everything is ready before offering user fee-based programs and that all
fees and policies are consistent with the new pricing strategy.



Procedure for establishing programs’ direct costs budgets and actuals, and for reporting achieved
cost recovery
Staff needs instructions and tools to successfully perform the cost accounting that is necessary to
maintain the new comprehensive strategy.



Facility reservation and use policy *
Policies and procedures are needed to ensure that the allocation/reservation of facility space is
fair and consistent with the comprehensive strategy. This will address questions of how frequently
one group can reserve the facility for exclusive use, which groups may have priority, whether
reservations should be handled as “first come first served” or by lottery or another means, and if
certain hours or days should be set aside for certain uses.



Park and facility use adverse conditions, inclement weather and safety
Staff will establish a process for cancelling programs or closing facilities to rentals due to
inclement weather, safety concerns, health guidelines



Facility rental packages
Staff will examine if the past way of offering facility rentals should be modified to better
streamline processes, reduce inefficiencies from customization, create clarity for users, and more.



Special Use Permit Policy – Parks *
Staff will draft a policy to govern atypical uses of public facilities or spaces (for example, film
permits, orienteering, parking lot use, 5ks)
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Facility booking procedure
Staff will document the procedure for both employees and users, looking to improve clarity and
enhance efficiency.



Contractor agreements
Staff will create standardized templates for professional services contracts, and establish a
schedule and protocol for reviewing contracts.



Review partner agency/department facility use policy
Staff will define this user group, identify the benefits of allowing this user group to reserve the
facility, and establish “level of service” expectations for this no-to-low fee user group.



Donations *
A formal, consistent, and manageable policy is needed to evaluate and govern potential
donations. The policy would include requirements for solicitation, acceptance, locations, associated
expenses and amenity options.

MAY COMPLETE CONCURRENT WITH OFFERING PROGRAM/SERVICE


Develop program evaluation protocols and tools.
Staff needs a more formal approach to both (1) program assessment for ongoing programs after
they are conducted and (2) for selecting and piloting new programs and appraising them.



Create volunteer program
The Recreation Division can enhance service delivery to the public and engage residents
effectively through a well-run volunteer program. The City may choose to create a citywide
program, of which Recreation would be a customer and volunteer placement site. If that effort is
not undertaken, Recreation should design its own volunteer program. The program should include
purpose, objectives, parameters, recruitment, selection, training, supervision, recognition, and
evaluation.



Marketing program design and protocols
Staff will design a marketing program for the facility and its programs/services. The program will
need to express outcome goals, target audiences, the level of resource that should be put toward
marketing and divided amongst programs, consistency in messaging, and more. Program
protocols should express the “when, how and who” responsibilities for implementing the marketing
program.
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Senior services assessment and program design
An assessment of Mercer Island senior services’ needs, available providers and resources, and
what the Recreation Division might be most capable of providing or the most appropriate
provider of, is needed before the Division commences with offering senior services (particularly
those for seniors with special needs).

PHASE 2: JANUARY 2022 – DECEMBER 2022
Q1 AND Q2 WORK (MAY INCLUDE THOSE WITH BUDGET OR FEE SCHEDULE IMPLICATIONS)


Capital plan for the Annex *
As the lease term ends, the City needs to determine the long-term plan for this facility and, if the
building remains, contemplate how the City can maximize its use or its relationship with a tenant
for the benefit of Mercer Island residents.



Integration of parks maintenance costs into fee structure
The Recreation and MICEC Reset did not evaluate park maintenance costs and cost recovery
goals. These factors should be included in future fees for field rentals and some other services.




Long-term and annual maintenance schedule for MICEC and the Annex
Special events *
The Recreation and Parks Divisions would benefit from having a policy that describes which
events/ceremonies could receive Division support and to what degree.

Q3 AND Q4 WORK


P-Patch access *
Staff will evaluate the need to alter the way in which P-Patch access is currently given, for what
duration of time, with what conditions.



Storage at field/park facilities
Staff will draft a policy to establish procedure to process storage requests, evaluate community
benefit of user group storage, evaluate site suitability and design guidelines and create a fee
structure.



Appropriate/accepted use of park spaces *
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Staff will draft a policy to clarify what is condoned, informal use of public park spaces and what
is not condoned (or is commercial/private use that will require a permit or City sponsorship). This
could include addressing activities such as running organized sports at parks or open spaces not
designed for that purpose, personal training, laser tag, etc.


Work order flow and communication between Rec/MICEC and Parks Maintenance
Staff will create procedures to improve how work orders are generated and delivered between
divisions.



Field maintenance support policy
Staff will establish a policy for the level of service provided for athletic field users and which
defines field services that users may perform themselves.

PHASE 3: JANUARY 2023 – DECEMBER 2023


Enhance automation and consistency
Staff will examine ways to improve processes or augment existing policies to reduce inefficiencies
resulting from exceptions, the need for one-time decisions, and customizing.



Partnerships, sponsorships and promotions *
Staff will add or improve policies that formalize recognized partnerships (and reciprocal
benefits); create sponsorship requirements, limits and benefits; and govern promotional use of the
facility.

* = Anticipated involvement of Parks and Recreation Commission; may include recommending policy to City Council
for adoption; may be incorporated into Commission workplan. Staff may consult or inform the Commission on all
other (non-asterisked) topics.
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Appendix F: Reset Roadmap and Implementation Timeline
Phases are cumulative (i.e., programs and services offered in earlier phases are likely to be offered in subsequent
phases).

Immediate Action Plan
JANUARY 2021 - SEPTEMBER 2021




Contractor-led summer camps
Long-term reset planning
Policy/procedure development

Note: The Recreation Division has been and will continue to provide field rentals, boat launch permits,
private lease of the Annex, P-Patch use and approvals for special use of parks.

Longer-term Action Plan
PHASE 1 “FOUNDATIONAL:” APRIL 2021 – DECEMBER 2021








Maintenance/custodial services
Administrative services
o Policies/procedures development (see Policies, Procedures and Program Development “To
Do” List)
o Marketing
o Front desk and Phase 1 services’ support
o Resourcing plans for next phases
o Evaluation of contractor-led summer camps and recommendation for 2022 delivery
method
Gym rentals
Community and Event Center facility rentals (exclusive use; partial scale)
Inclusion services
Scholarship program

Note: Vending and other types of sales and equipment rentals may be offered during this phase.

PHASE 2 “STRUCTURAL:” JANUARY 2022 – DECEMBER 2022





Community and Event Center facility rentals (exclusive use; full scale)
Fitness center and drop-in/self-directed sports
Youth camps, before and after school and school break programming
Preschool-aged programming
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Adult beginner/intermediate programs for seniors that are social service-focused (fewer resource
needs)
Park shelter rentals
Volunteer program
Community-wide special events or open special programs (no pre-registration)
Administrative services
o Policies/procedures development (see Policies, Procedures and Program Development “To
Do” List)
o Phase 2 services’ support
o Developing biennial budget and resourcing plans for next phase

Note:
Drop-in during Phase 2 should be offered only when the facility’s other planned uses allow for shared
and efficient use of staff.

PHASE 3 “ESTABLISHED:” JANUARY 2023 – DECEMBER 2023
















Administrative services
o Policies/procedures development (see Policies, Procedures and Program Development “To
Do” List)
o Phase 3 services’ support
Therapeutic/adaptive/specialized recreation services (Note, the City of Mercer Island has an
agreement with the City of Bellevue that enables Mercer Island residents to access adaptive
recreation programs in Bellevue at the resident rate. This access will be available during Phase 1
“Foundational.” It is anticipated that the City of Mercer Island may not develop and offer its own
adaptive recreation programs at the MICEC until Phase 3 “Established,” per this phasing plan.)
Work study/internship/community service
Adult beginner/intermediate programs, possibly including programs for seniors that are human
service-focused (more resource needs)
Youth beginner/intermediate programs
Senior transportation
Mixed age/family programs
Adult advanced/competitive programs
Youth advanced/competitive programs
Tournaments
Trips
Private/semi-private lessons, taught by City instructors/contractors
Special events (not City-sponsored/external party; substantial)

Note:
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The programs and services listed above represent past and potential offerings. The City will decide
which to allocate resources to and offer in the future, and in what order and in what quantity to
deliver each. However, the City will consider adding “Therapeutic, adaptive, specialized recreation
services,” a Cost Recovery Tier 2 program, in Phase 3 before adding Tier 3 and 4 programs.
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Cost Recovery Pyramid by Phase:
Immediate Action Plan and Phase 1 “Foundational” Potential Programs and Services

Note: Categories of programs and services are listed in no particular order within each tier.
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Cost Recovery Pyramid by Phase:
Immediate Action Plan, Phase 1 “Foundational” and Phase 2 “Structural” Potential Programs and Services

Note: Categories of programs and services are listed in no particular order within each tier.
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Cost Recovery Pyramid by Phase:
Immediate Action Plan, Phase 1 “Foundational,” Phase 2 “Structural” and Phase 3 “Established” Potential Programs and Services

Note: Categories of programs and services are listed in no particular order within each tier.
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